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Abstract. In 2015, El Niño contributed to severe droughts in equatorial Asia (EA). The severe droughts enhanced fire activities 15 

in the dry season (June-November), leading to massive fire emissions of CO2 and aerosols. Based on large event attribution 

ensembles of the MIROC5 atmospheric global climate model, we suggest that historical anthropogenic warming increased the 

chances of meteorological droughts exceeding the 2015 observations in the EA area. We also investigate changes in drought 

in future climate simulations, in which prescribed sea surface temperature data have the same spatial patterns as the 2015 El 

Niño with long-term warming trends. Large probability increases in stronger droughts than the 2015 event are projected when 20 

events like the 2015 El Niño occur in the 1.5°C and 2.0°C warmed climate ensembles according to the Paris Agreement goals. 

Further drying is projected in the 3.0°C ensemble according to the current mitigation policies of nations. 

We combine these experiments and empirical functions among precipitation, burned area, and fire emissions of CO2 and fine 

(<2.5 micrometers) particulate matter (PM2.5). Increases in the chances of burned areas and the emissions of CO2 and PM2.5 

exceeding the 2015 observations due to past anthropogenic climate change are not significant. In contrast, there are significant 25 

increases in the burned area and CO2 and PM2.5 emissions even if the 1.5°C and 2.0°C goals are achieved. If global warming 

reaches 3.0°C, as is expected from the current mitigation policies of nations, the chances of burned area, CO2 and PM2.5 

emissions exceeding the 2015 observed values become approximately 100%, at least in the single model ensembles. 

We also compare changes in fire CO2 emissions due to climate changes and the land-use CO2 emission scenarios of five 

shared socioeconomic pathways, where the effects of climate change on fire are not considered. There are two main 30 

implications. First, in a national policy context, future EA climate policy will need to consider these climate change effects 

regarding both mitigation and adaptation aspects. Second, the consideration of fire increases would change global CO2 

emissions and the mitigation strategy, which suggests that future climate change mitigation studies should consider these 

factors. 

1 Introduction 35 

El Niño events, often characterized through their positive sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies in the central and eastern 

tropical Pacific Ocean, accompany weakening of the Walker circulation in the equatorial Pacific region. In the equatorial Asia 

region (EA, the area denoted in Fig. 1g), the weakening of the Walker circulation due to major El Niño events relate to 

downward motion anomalies and less convection (negative precipitation anomalies) (Santoso et al., 2017). The 2015/2016 

major El Niño event (strongest since 1997/1998) induced negative precipitation anomalies and enhanced severe drought in the 40 
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EA region during the dry season (June-November) of 2015 (Field et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017; Santoso et al., 2017). Parts of 

the EA region are tropical peatlands that contain tremendous amounts of soil organic carbon (Page et al., 2011) and huge 

biomass (Baccini et al., 2012, 2017; Saatchi et al., 2011). Coupled with anthropogenic land-use change (e.g., expansion of oil 

palm plantations on peatlands), severe drought increased fire activities in forests and peatlands, leading to wide-ranging 

disasters in the economy (at least 16.1 billion USD for Indonesia), ecology and human health (Taufik et al., 2017; World Bank 45 

2016, Hartmann et al., 2018). The fires enhanced the emissions of CO2 and aerosols (Yin et al., 2016; Field et al., 2016; Koplitz 

et al., 2016; Stockwell et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017). The fire carbon emissions of 2015 were largest since the 1997 El Niño 

year (Yin et al., 2016). The estimated 2015 CO2-equivalent biomass burning emissions for all Indonesia (1.5 billion metric 

tons CO2) were between the 2013 annual fossil fuel CO2 emissions of Japan and India (Field et al., 2016). The massive 

emissions of ozone precursors and aerosols, including fine (<2.5 micrometers) particulate matter (PM2.5), caused severe haze 50 

across much of EA (Field et al., 2016), resulting in the excess deaths of approximately 100,300 people (Koplitz et al., 2016). 

In a previous study (Lestari et al., 2014), we suggested that recent fire events in Sumatra were exacerbated by human-induced 

drying trends based on analyses of two sets of historical simulations of the MIROC5 atmospheric global climate model 

(AGCM) (Watanabe et al., 2010) with and without anthropogenic warming. Lestari et al. (2014) and Yin et al. (2016) projected 

future increases in the frequencies of droughts and fires based on analyses of the coupled atmosphere-ocean global climate 55 

model (AOGCM) ensembles of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) (Taylor et al., 2012). 

Although Lestari et al. (2014) showed the anthropogenic effects on the historical trends in droughts, it is not clear how 

historical climate changes affected the particular drought event of 2015. Because extreme events can occur by natural 

variability alone, it is difficult in principle to attribute a particular event to anthropogenic climate change. However, 

comparisons of observations and large ensemble simulations can help us evaluate the degree to which human influence has 60 

affected the probability of a particular event (Allen 2003). Such an approach is called probabilistic event attribution (PEA) 

(Pall et al. 2011, Shiogama et al. 2013). In the PEA approach, two large ensemble simulations (e.g., 100 members) are generally 

performed. The first is historical simulations of an AGCM driven by the historical values of anthropogenic (e.g., greenhouse 

gases) and natural forcing (solar and volcanic activities) agents and by the observed SST and sea ice concentration (SIC). The 

second is counterfactual natural runs driven by preindustrial anthropogenic and historical natural forcing agents and by the 65 

observed values of SST and SIC cooled according to estimates of anthropogenic warming (Stone et al. 2019) (see section 3 

for more details). Note that the components of interannual variations in the SST data are not modified in the natural forcing 

ensemble. Therefore, for example, we can assess how anthropogenic warming affected the probabilities of drought events 

exceeding the observed value in the 2015 major El Niño year by comparing the distributions of members in historical and 

natural forcing ensembles. In this study, based on the PEA approach, we examine whether historical climate changes increased 70 

not only the probabilities of drought but also those of fire and fire emissions of CO2 and PM2.5 during the June-November dry 

season of 2015. The lower computing costs of AGCM than AOGCM enable us to perform large ensembles, which are necessary 

for PEA. We use the 100-member PEA ensembles of MIROC5 (Shiogama et al. 2014) that have been used for many attribution 

studies of single extreme events (e.g., Shiogama et al., 2014, Kim et al., 2018, Hirota et al., 2018). 

Although Lestari et al. (2014) and Yin et al. (2016) showed increases in droughts and fires in the future transient projection 75 

ensembles of AOGCMs, it is not clear how future anthropogenic warming affects droughts and fire when events like the 2015 

El Niño occur in a future warmer climate. It is also important to investigate changes in extreme events at 1.5ºC and 2.0ºC 

warming levels to inform stakeholders after that the Paris Agreement set the 2°C long-term climate stabilization goal and 

moreover state pursuing 1.5 °C for  stabilization (United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 2015). In this 

study, we examine how the probabilities of drought, fire and fire emissions of CO2 and PM2.5 would change when major El 80 

Niño events like 2015 occur under 1.5ºC and 2.0ºC warmed climates. We analyse large (100-member) ensembles of the 

MIROC5 AGCM under the Half a degree Additional warming, Prognosis and Projected Impacts (HAPPI) project, which was 

initiated in response to the Paris agreement (Mitchell et al., 2016, 2017, 2018; Shiogama et al., 2019). These MIROC5 HAPPI 
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ensembles have been used, for example, to study the changes in extreme hot days (Wehner et al., 2018), extreme heat-related 

mortality (Mitchell et al., 2018), tropical rainy season length (Saeed et al., 2018) and global drought (Liu et al., 2018) at 1.5ºC 85 

and 2.0ºC global warming. There is a significant “emissions gap”, which is the gap between where we are likely to be and 

where we need to be (United Nations Environment Programme 2018). The current mitigation policies of nations would lead 

to global warming of approximately 3.2°C (with a range of 2.9-3.4°C) by 2100 (United Nations Environment Programme 

2018). Therefore, it is worthwhile to compare changes in extreme events and impacts in cases where the 1.5ºC and 2.0ºC goals 

are achieved or not. Therefore, we perform and analyse a large ensemble of a 3.0ºC warmed climate. 90 

By using the above ensembles, we answer the following questions: 

(a) Has historical climate change significantly affected the probabilities of drought, fire and fire emissions of CO2 and 

PM2.5? 

(b) How do the probabilities of drought, fire and fire emissions in 2015-like major El Niño years change if we can limit 

global warming to 1.5ºC and 2.0ºC? Adaptation investments are necessary to reduce the associated impacts. 95 

(c) If we overshoot the 1.5ºC and 2.0ºC goals to the current trajectory of 3.0ºC, how will drought, fire and fire emissions 

be altered? Comparisons of the results of 3.0ºC and 2.0ºC/1.5ºC indicate the potential benefits of mitigation efforts to 

achieve the goals of the Paris Agreement. 

Although conversions of forest and peatlands to agriculture and plantations of oil palm are also important factors for fire 

activities (Marlier et al., 2013, 2015; Kim et al., 2015), we do not examine the effects of land use change in this study. In 100 

sections 2 and 3, we describe the empirical functions and model simulations used in this study, respectively. In section 4, we 

examine changes in precipitation, fire and fire emissions. Finally, section 5 contains the conclusions. 

 

2 Empirical functions 

Figures 1a-c indicate the observed June-November 2015 mean anomalies in surface air temperature (△T), vertical pressure 105 

velocity at the 500-hPa level (△𝜔500) and precipitation (△P) relative to the 1979-2016 averages. ERA Interim reanalysis (ERA-

I) data (Dee et al., 2011) are used for △T and △𝜔500. Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) data (Adler et al., 2003) 

are analysed for △P. The largely positive △T over the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean (i.e., El Niño) is related to substantial 

downward motion anomalies (weakening of Walker circulation) and negative precipitation anomalies over the EA region (the 

area shown in Fig. 1g). The negative precipitation anomalies in June-November 2015 were the third largest since 1979 (the 110 

first and second largest anomalies are the 1997 and 1982 El Niño year). 

In the EA region, the negative precipitation anomalies are associated with the enhanced fire fraction, fire CO2 emissions and 

fire PM2.5 emissions estimated from the Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED4s) (van der Werf et al., 2017) (Figs. 1d-f). 

By combining satellite information on fire activity and vegetation productivity, GFED4s provide monthly burned area, fire 

carbon and dry matter (DM) emissions. We can also compute aerosol emissions by multiplying DM by the provided factors. 115 

The CO2 and PM2.5 emissions increase linearly as the burned areas expand (Supplementary Fig. 1). Previous studies found that 

fire activities and related emissions have non-linear relationships with precipitation anomalies and accumulated water deficits 

(Lestari et al., 2014; Spessa, et al. 2015; Yin et al., 2016; Field et al., 2016). Figure 2 shows the empirical relationships between 

the EA averaged precipitation anomalies (GPCP) and the EA cumulative burned area and fire CO2 and PM2.5 emissions 

(GFED4s) during 1997-2016. Here, we remove the 1979-2016 average from precipitation and divide the anomalies by their 120 

standard deviation value. As precipitation decreases, the burned area, fire CO2 and PM2.5 emissions increase exponentially. 

We estimate the fitting curves (solid curves in Fig. 2) by using the following equation: 

ln(𝑦) = 𝑎 + b∆P,                                                                        (Eq. 1) 
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where y is the burned area, CO2 emissions or PM2.5 emissions, and a and b are the intercept and regression coefficient, 

respectively. The coefficients of determination (R2) are higher than 0.7. We also estimate the 10%-90% confidence intervals 125 

of the fitting curves by applying a 1000-time random sampling of the observed data: we randomly resample 20-year samples 

from the original 20-year (1997-2016) data and compute a and b; we repeat the random resampling process 1000-times; we 

consider that the 10%-tile and 90%-tile values of the 1000 regression lines indicate the 10%-90% confidence intervals. These 

non-linear relationships are consisted with previous studies (Lestari et al., 2014; Spessa, et al. 2015; Yin et al., 2016; Field et 

al., 2016). We use the relationships in Figs. 2a-c as empirical functions to estimate fire and emissions from the AGCM 130 

simulations of precipitation in section 4. 

 

3 Model simulations 

The MIROC5 AGCM (Watanabe et al. 2010) has a 160 km horizontal resolution. We perform 10-member long-term (1979-

2016) historical simulations (Hist-long) of the MIROC5 AGCM forced by the observed sea surface temperature (SST) 135 

(HadISST, Rayner et al., 2003) and anthropogenic and natural external forcing factors (Shiogama et al., 2013; 2014). Here, 

the observed △P and △𝜔500 are divided by their standard deviation values. The △P and △𝜔500 of each ensemble member are 

also divided by their own standard deviation values. The correlations of the 1979-2016 time series of △P and △𝜔500 between 

the observations and the ensemble averages of the MIROC5 simulations are 0.90 and 0.87, respectively (Figs. 3a-b). When 

we apply “dividing by the standard deviation value” as a simple bias correction technique, it is found that the MIROC5 140 

model has good hindcast skill regarding interannual variability in the EA-averaged △P and △𝜔500. The precipitation and 

vertical motion anomalies are closely related to the Nino 3.4 SST (an index of El Niño Southern Oscillation) in the 

observations (correlations are -0.89 and 0.76, respectively) (Figs. 3c-d). There is also a high correlation value between △P 

and △𝜔500 (-0.87) (Fig. 3e). It is suggested that El Niño (La Niña) accompanies descending wind (ascending wind) in the EA 

area (Fig. 3d), leading to negative (positive) △P (Figs. 3e and 3c). The MIIROC5 model well represents these relationships 145 

between Niño 3.4, △P and △𝜔500 in the observations (Figs. 3c-e), i.e., the regression lines of MIROC5 in Figs. 3c-e are close 

to those in the observations. 

To investigate whether historical anthropogenic climate change affected the precipitation anomalies during the 2015 El Niño 

event, we analyse the outputs of two large ensembles of factual historical forcing (Hist) and counterfactual natural forcing 

(Nat) of MIROC5 for June-November 2015 (Shiogama et al. 2013, 2014). These simulations are called “probabilistic event 150 

attribution” experiments, which contribute to “the International Climate and Ocean: Variability, Predictability and Change 

(CLIVAR) C20C+ Detection and Attribution Project (Stone et al. 2019)”. The Hist ensemble is forced by historical 

anthropogenic and natural external forcing factors plus observational data of SST and sea ice (HadISST, Rayner et al., 2003). 

The Nat ensemble is forced by historical natural forcing factors and hypothetical “natural” SST and sea ice patterns where 

long-term anthropogenic signals were removed. Anthropogenic SST changes were estimated by taking the ensemble mean 155 

differences between the all-forcing historical runs and the natural-forcing historical runs of the CMIP5 AOGCMs. The 

multimodel averaged anthropogenic signals were subtracted from the HadISST data, and the Nat sea ice was estimated by 

using empirical functions between observed sea ice concentrations and surface temperature (Stone et al. 2019). Please note 

that both the Hist and Nat ensembles have 2015 El Niño components in the spatial patterns of SST, but the prescribed long-

term warming anomalies in SST are different from each other. We performed 100 member runs of the 2006-2016 period for 160 

both Hist and Nat. Please see Shiogama et al. (2013; 2014) and Stone et al. (2019) for details regarding the experimental design. 

We also analyse the 100 member ensembles of 11-year simulations with 1.5ºC and 2.0ºC warming relative to preindustrial 

levels. We performed those experiments as a contribution to the HAPPI project (Mitchell et al. 2016, 2017, 2018; Shiogama 

et al. 2019). Since the ensemble-averaged global warming of the CMIP5 Representative Concentration Pathway 2.6 (RCP2.6) 
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experiments is 1.55ºC, for the 1.5ºC runs, we used the RCP2.6 anthropogenic forcing agents (e.g., greenhouse gases) at 2095 165 

and the ensemble mean 2091-2100 averaged SST anomalies of the RCP2.6 runs of the CMIP5 AOGCMs. The SST anomalies 

(Supplementary Fig. 2, top panel) are changes in the CMIP5 multimodel mean SST for each month, between the decadal 

average of 2091-2100 RCP2.6 and the decadal average of 2006-2015 RCP8.5. We added those SST anomalies to the 2006-

2016 observed SST data of HadISST. To estimate the sea ice concentration, we applied a linear sea ice-SST relationship 

estimated from observations  (Supplementary Figs. 3-4) (Mitchell et al., 2017). For the 2.0ºC runs, we used the weighted sum 170 

of RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 (0.41×RCP2.6 + 0.59×RCP4.5) of the well-mixed greenhouse gas concentrations in 2095 and the 

ensemble mean 2091-2100 averaged SST anomalies of the CMIP5 AOGCM ensembles (Supplementary Fig. 2, middle panel) 

because the weighted sum of the global mean temperature change values of the ensemble-averaged CMIP5 RCP2.6 and 

RCP4.5 runs is 2.0ºC. Please see Mitchell et al. (2017) for details regarding the experimental design. Notably, these future 

simulations have the same components as the 2015 El Niño event in terms of the spatial patterns of SST, but the prescribed 175 

long-term warming anomalies in SST have been added. Therefore, we can investigate drought events when events like the 

2015 El Niño occur under 1.5ºC and 2.0ºC warmed climates relative to preindustrial levels. 

Furthermore, we run the 100-member 3.0ºC ensemble (10-year simulations based on the 2006-2015 HadISST data) as an 

extension of the HAPPI project. Following the original HAPPI methodology, we add SST and sea ice concentration anomalies 

that represent additional warming in a 3°C warmer world compared to preindustrial values. The SST anomalies 180 

(Supplementary Fig. 2, bottom panel) are changes in the CMIP5 multimodel mean SST for the decadal average of 2006-2015 

in RCP8.5 and the decadal average of 2091-2100 in a combined scenario of RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, i.e., 0.686×RCP4.5 + 

0.314×RCP8.5 (Lo et al. 2019). The CMIP5 multimodel mean global mean temperature in 2091-2100 is approximately 3°C 

warmer than the 1861-1880 mean in this combined scenario; hence, this scenario describes 3°C global warming above 

preindustrial levels. For the sea ice concentration anomalies, we find the coefficients of this linear relationship from pre-185 

existing 1.5°C and 2°C SST and sea ice anomalies. We apply this relationship to the 3°C SST anomalies to estimate the sea 

ice concentration anomalies, which are then added to the observed 2006-2015 data (see Mitchell et al., 2017). Supplementary 

Figs. 3-4 show the sea ice concentrations in both hemispheres in the 1.5°C, 2°C and 3°C experiments. The same weightings 

for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 in the combined scenario equivalent to 3°C warming are also applied to greenhouse gas concentrations. 

This study is the first to report results from the HAPPI extension (i.e., the 3°C runs) using MIROC5. 190 

To compute the normalized values of EA-averaged △P and △𝜔500 of the Hist, Nat, 1.5ºC, 2.0ºC and 3.0ºC runs, we subtract 

a long-term mean value of a given single member of Hist-long and divide anomalies by the standard deviation value of that 

Hist-long member. This normalization process enables us to produce 100×10=1000 samples of normalized △P and △𝜔500 data 

for each of the Hist, Nat, 1.5ºC, 2.0ºC and 3.0ºC ensembles. 

 195 

4 Changes in precipitation, fire and fire emissions 

The difference patterns of surface air temperature (≈ prescribed SST difference patterns over the ocean) in Hist-Nat, 1.5ºC-

Nat, 2.0ºC-Nat and 3.0ºC-Nat have greater warming in the Niño 3.4 region than the tropical (30ºS-30ºN) ocean averaged values 

(Fig. 4). The relatively higher warming in the Niño 3.4 region accompanies downward motion anomalies in the EA region 

(Fig. 5a), enhancing negative precipitation anomalies when El Niño occurs (Figs. 5b). Notably, the prescribed SST difference 200 

between the Niño 3.4 region and the tropical ocean mean is larger in the 1.5ºC runs than in the 2.0ºC runs. As a result, the 

amplitude of negative precipitation in the 1.5ºC runs is slightly greater than that in the 2.0ºC runs, as mentioned below, at least 

in these ensembles. It is not clear why the ensemble average of the CMIP5 RCP2.6 runs (i.e., the prescribed SST anomalies of 

the 1.5 ºC runs) has a larger SST difference between the Niño 3.4 region and the tropical ocean mean than that of the weighted 

sum of RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 (the 2.0 ºC runs). 205 
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The 10 member ensembles of Lestari et al. (2014) were too small to estimate probabilities of droughts. Our large ensemble 

simulations enable us to estimate the probabilities of drought exceeding the observed value. Historical anthropogenic climate 

change has significantly increased the chance of △P being more negative than the observed value from 2% (1-4%) in Nat to 

9% (6-14%) in Hist (Fig. 6a). Here, we use the cumulative histograms of 100×10=1000 samples of △P to estimate the 

probabilities of △P. The values in parentheses indicate the 10-90% confidence interval estimated by applying the 1000-time 210 

resampling: we randomly resample 100×10 data from the original 100×10 samples of △P and compute the probabilities of 

drought exceeding the 2015 observed value; we repeat the random resampling process 1000-times and consider the 10%-tile 

and 90%-tile values of the 1000 estimates of probability as the 10-90% bounds. Even if the 1.5°C and 2.0°C goals of the Paris 

Agreement are achieved (in the 1.5°C and 2.0°C runs), the chance of exceeding the observed value significantly increases from 

9% (6-14%) in Hist to 82% (76-87%) and 67% (60-74%), respectively. In the current trajectory of 3.0°C warming (in the 215 

3.0°C runs), the chance of exceeding the observed value becomes 93% (89-96%). 

By combining the △P of MIROC5 (Fig. 6a) and the empirical relationships in Fig. 2, we assess the historical and future 

changes in burned area and fire emissions of CO2 and PM2.5 (Figs. 6b-d). We consider uncertainties by combining randomly 

resampled △P and resampled regression factors of Eq. 1: (i) we compute the regression factors of Eq. 1 using randomly 

resampled data (the same as the process used to estimate the uncertainty ranges of the regression lines); (ii) we randomly 220 

resample 100×10 data from the original 100×10 samples of △P; (iii) we use the regression factors of (i) and the 100×10 △P 

samples of (ii) to compute the 1000 estimates of fire or emissions and estimate the probability of exceeding the observed 

values; (iv) the processes of (i)-(iii) are repeated 1000-times; and (v) the 10%-tile and 90%-tile values of the 1000 estimates 

of the probabilities of exceeding the observed values are considered to be the 10-90% bounds. Historical anthropogenic drying 

has increased the probability of exceeding the observed values of the burned area (from 5% (0-18%) to 23% (3-52%)), CO2 225 

emissions (from 5% (0-15%) to 23% (3-47%)), and PM2.5 emissions (from 2% (0-5%) to 24% (3-49%)), but these changes are 

not statistically significant due to the large uncertainties. In the 1.5°C, 2.0°C and 3.0°C runs, the chances of exceeding the 

observed values significantly increase for the burned area (93% (66-99%), 81% (50-95%) and 98% (84-100%), respectively), 

CO2 emissions (92% (72-98%), 81% (55-93%) and 98% (86-100%), respectively), and PM2.5 emissions (93% (70-98%), 81% 

(54-94%) and 98% (85-100%), respectively). 230 

We contextualize the estimated fire CO2 emissions within the future emissions scenarios. Although the above analyses focus 

on the year when the 2015-like El Niño events occurred, long-term mean fire CO2 emissions are also important for mitigation 

policies. Here, we use simulated June-November mean precipitation anomalies of 11 years (2006-2016), instead of using only 

the 2015 data, and the empirical function of Fig. 2b to estimate the cumulative probability function of fire CO2 emissions in 

the EA area in the 2.0°C runs (Fig. 7). The fire CO2 emissions of the 11-year period including both El Niño and non-El Niño 235 

years (Fig. 7) are much less than those in the major El Niño year (Fig. 6c) due to small fire CO2 emissions in the non-El Niño 

years (Fig. 2). However, these fire CO2  emissions can have substantial implications for mitigation policies. The vertical lines 

in Fig. 7 are the year 2100 land-use CO2 emission scenarios including fire emissions for the East and South East Asia regions 

except China and Japan in the five shared socioeconomic pathway (SSP) scenarios from the Asia-Pacific Integrated 

Model/Computable General Equilibrium (AIM/CGE) (Fujimori et al., 2012). AIM/CGE is one of the integrated assessment 240 

models (economic models) that produced the emissions data of SSP scenarios for the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 

Phase 6  and the 6th assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Riahi et al. 2017, Fujimori et al. 

2017). The chances of exceeding the emissions of SSP1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are 77% (70-84%), 34% (28-39%), 13% (10-18%), 37% 

(31%-41%) and 77% (70-84%), respectively. Although these probability values highly depend on the SSP scenarios, the results 

are substantial in all the SSP scenarios. Because the CO2 emissions in the AIM/CGE model include a wider area and other 245 

emission sources than the EA fire emissions, this comparison is conservative. In the SSP simulations of AIM/CGE, fire CO2 

emissions are computed by using functions of land-cover changes, and climate change effects on fires are not considered. 

Therefore, it is suggested that implementing climate change effects on fire CO2 emissions in integrated assessment models can 
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significantly affect SSP land-use CO2 emissions and studies of mitigation pathways, which in turn would be highly relevant to 

national and global climate policies. We suggest that additional fire CO2 emissions due to climate change should be considered 250 

in possible CMIP7 activities. 

 

 

5 Conclusions 

By applying the probabilistic event attribution approach based on the MIROC5 AGCM ensembles, we suggested that historical 255 

anthropogenic warming significantly increased the chance of severe meteorological drought exceeding the 2015 observations 

in the EA area during the 2015 major El Niño year (from 2% (1-4%) in Nat to 9% (6-14%) in Hist). By performing and 

analysing the HAPPI (1.5°C and 2.0°C warming) and HAPPI extension (3.0°C warming) runs, we showed that the probabilities 

of drought exceeding the 2015 observations will largely increase (82% (76-87%), 67% (60-74%), and 93% (89-96%), 

respectively). 260 

Drying trends tend to exacerbate fire activities. By combining these experiments and the empirical functions, we also implied 

that historical anthropogenic drying had tended to increase the chances of the burned area, CO2 emissions and PM2.5 emissions 

exceeding the 2015 observations, but those changes were not statistically significant. In contrast, if the 2.0°C goal is achieved, 

the chances of exceeding the observed values will substantially increase for the burned area (from 23% (3-52%) in Hist to 81% 

(50-95%) for 2.0°C), CO2 emissions (from 23% (3-47%) to 81% (55-93%)) and PM2.5 emissions (from 24% (3-49%) to 81% 265 

(54-94%)). Lestari et al. (2014) and Yin et al. (2016) also showed that the AOGCM ensemble of CMIP5 projected future long-

term trends of drying and enhanced fire carbon emissions. We further suggest that the risks of drought and fire significantly 

increase when events like the 2015 El Niño occur in future warmer climates even if the 1.5°C and 2.0°C goals are achieved. 

The impacts of these changes on droughts, fire and fire emissions should be reduced by adaptation investments. 

If we cannot limit global warming to 2.0°C and it reaches 3.0°C as expected from the current “emissions gap” (United Nations 270 

Environment Programme 2018), the chances of exceeding the observed values further increase for the burned area, CO2 

emissions and PM2.5 emissions. Although the differences between 2.0°C and 3.0°C are not statistically significant for the 

burned area and the CO2 and PM2.5 emissions, the 50th percentile values of probabilities exceeding the 2015 observations first 

reach approximately 100% in the 3.0°C runs. These additional changes relative to 2.0°C indicate the effects of the failures of 

mitigation policies. Conversely, these changes indicate the potential benefits of limiting the current trajectory of 3°C global 275 

warming to the Paris Agreement goals. 

Forest-based climate mitigation has a key role in meeting the goals of the Paris Agreement (Grassi et al., 2017). We also 

suggested that changes in fire CO2 emissions due to future warming can increase the need for modifying fire CO2 emission 

scenarios for future climate projections. Although we focused on the influences of climate change on fires, land use and land 

cover changes are also important factors. To avoid fire intensification due to drying climates, effective land management 280 

policies for protecting forests and peatlands are necessary (Marlier et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2015; Koplitz et al., 2016; World 

Bank 2016). 

 This study is based on the single model ensembles using the particular SST anomaly patterns. It is worthwhile to compare 

multi model simulations using multiple estimates of warming patterns in SST to investigate the uncertainties. It remains for 

future work. 285 
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 445 

Figure 1: The observed climate conditions and fires. The June-November 2015 averaged anomalies of (a) surface air temperature 

(°C) and (b) vertical pressure velocity at the 500-hPa level (Pas-1, downward motions are positive) from ERA Interim reanalysis data 

(Dee et al. 2011) relative to the 1979-2016 mean. (c) The June-November 2015 averaged anomalies of precipitation from GPCP 

(Adler et al. 2003) (mm/day). The right panels indicate (d) fire fraction (%), (e) fire CO2 emissions (gm-2 month-1) and (f) fire PM2.5 

emissions from GFED4s (van der Werf et al. 2017) during June-November 2015. (g) The red area indicates the EA region of the 450 
GFED4s. We use this definition of the EA area. Shading shows the land area ratio (no unit) used for weighting in the computation 

of EA averages. 
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455 
Figure 2: Empirical relationships between observed precipitation anomalies and fires and fire emissions in the EA area during 1997-

2016. The horizontal axes are the normalized June-November mean precipitation anomalies (no unit) of the GPCP. The vertical axes 

denote (a) burned area (km2), (b) CO2 emissions (TgCO2) and (c) PM2.5 emissions (ton) of GFED4s. The year 2015 values are 

indicated by red squares. Solid and dashed lines indicate the best estimates and 10-90% confidence intervals of the fitting curves 

from Eq. 1, respectively.  460 
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Figure 3: Evaluations of the MIROC5 simulations of the EA averaged precipitation and vertical air motions. Top panels show the 

normalized June-November mean time series of (a) △P (no unit) and (b) △𝜔500 (no unit). Red lines are the observations. Light blue 

lines are the 10 ensemble members of Hist-long, and blue lines are the ensemble mean. The other panels are scatter plots of (c) △P 465 
and the Nino 3.4 index (ºC), (d) △𝜔500 and the Nino 3.4 index and (e) △P and △𝜔500. Red diamonds are the observed values. Small 

light blue crosses are the 10 ensemble members of Hist-long, and large blue diamonds indicate the ensemble mean values. The red 

and blue lines indicate the regression lines of the observations and the ensemble averages of Hist-long, respectively. 

 

470 
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Figure 4: Surface air temperature warming patterns in 2015. (a) △T differences between 3.0 ºC and Nat (ºC). The 30ºS-30ºN ocean 

averaged value is omitted. The black box indicates the Nino 3.4 region. The other panels are the same as panel (a) but for (b) 2.0 

ºC minus Nat, (c) 1.5 ºC minus Nat and (d) Hist minus Nat. 

  475 
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Figure 5: Relationships between Niño 3.4 warming and EA vertical motion and precipitation anomalies of the ensemble mean. The 

horizonal axes show differences in the 2015 T anomalies between the Niño 3.4 area and the 30ºS-30ºN ocean (ºC). The vertical axes 

are (a) △𝜔500 (no unit) and (b) △P (no unit) for the year  2015. Crosses denote the ensemble averages of Nat (purple), Hist (black), 

1.5ºC (light blue), 2.0ºC (green) and 3.0ºC (red). 480 
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Figure 6. Changes in the cumulative probability functions. (a) The vertical axis indicates the probability (%) of △P being lower 

than a given horizontal value (no unit). Solid lines denote the 50% values of the 1000 random samples of the Nat (purple), Hist 485 
(black), 1.5ºC (light blue), 2.0ºC (green) and 3.0ºC (red) ensembles. The vertical dotted line is the observed 2015 value. The other 

panels show the probabilities of exceeding the given horizontal values for (b) the burned area (km2), (c) CO2 emissions (TgCO2) 

and (d) PM2.5 emissions (tons). 
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 490 

 
Figure 7: The red curves are the cumulative probability function of CO2 emissions (TgCO2/year) during June-November of 2006-

2016 for the 2.0ºC runs. Solid and dashed lines denote the 50% values and the 10-90% confidence intervals, respectively. The vertical 

lines indicate the year 2100 annual land-use CO2 emission scenarios (including fire emissions) for the East and South East Asia 

regions, except China and Japan for the 5 SSP baseline scenarios of the AIM/CGE model. 495 
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